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Thermal protections enter
the RV's market in style
Larcos Design introduces a distinctive innovation for the brand image of RV Producers.

Larcos, a specialized company in creating
thermal protections, interior fabrics and
tailored solutions for recreational vehi-

cles, presents a new product made for mat-
ching with its external protections range
named OVERCOAT. Larcos created a customi-
zation for the insulating fabric by a color silk
screen printing. Widely tested at lower tempe-
ratures in climatic chamber, the print ensures
quality and durability of the image, resistant
to extreme cold. Along with the personaliza-
tion of the silk screen printing, also the fringes
of the coat are customizable by different
colors. Larcos operates in the OEM market
with brands like Arca, Carbest, Laika,
Mobilvetta, Reimo, Wingamm and is ready to

offer this interesting solution to all RV builders
who want to give their customers the extra
value of a thermal protection customized with
the brand image, logo or other. 
“Larcos is an evolving company even in its
structure and brands: we have just launched,
last december, this new productive and mar-
keting initiative called Larcos Design on the
italian aftermarket” - says Andrea Costa,
dynamic founder of Larcos - “We are perfec-
tly structured to offer a high quality service
also to the OEM market. We believe this to be
an innovative idea, interesting, qualifying and
appealing for all RV producers”. OVERCOAT +
and OVERCOAT ARCTIC are thermal protec-
tion developed in order to be applied to any

recreational vehicle typology: the thermal coat
has been standardized for all the most popu-
lar chassis and it is immediately available. For
motorhomes or old vehicles Larcos produces
tailored coats for each model. OVERCOAT is a
thermal cover for cockpits that stops cold out-
side, before it enters the cell, making the hea-
ters action more effective and preventing
some minor inconveninces like ice condensa-
tion on the interior walls and window glasses.
OVERCOAT is produced using top quality and
highly insulating materials, developed in order
to resist to strong temperature leaps and
avoid fabric's stiffening. OVERCOAT does not
contain PVC, a cheap material but fragile and
poorly resistant at lower temperatures, and
offers an easy installation to any kind of cam-
per or motor home thanks to its cab applica-
tion system made by adhesive disks with
Velcro attachment expressly developed. The
cover can be easily stored into a serviceable
40×60 cm bag after use. OVERCOAT ARTIC is
an evolute version: the external fabric is
waterproof, oil resistant, ripstop and sun rays
resistant. The internal fabric is also water resi-
stant and it has a 6mm insulating layer. OVER-
COAT ARTIC has been lately involved in win-
ter trips to Lapland and North Cape facing
temperatures lower than -35°C. OVERCOAT +
is the ideal item for travelers who don't camp
in extreme cold conditions and already own a
well acclimatized vehicle. Even for OVERCOAT
+, Larcos used a 100% PVC free fabric, able
to ensure a winter protection against the cold
until -15°C.
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